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Survey Your World Like the Gods Would The Exalted may war for the destiny of mankind, but who
will win if they don't know the rules? Even the most powerful Exalted need some guidance once in a
while. Branded Merchandise for Exalted The Exalted Second Edition Storytellers Screen brings
together the most important rules for this expansive update onto one easy-to-use tool. This sturdy
cardboard hardcover screen allows Exalted Storytellers access to many of the new rules at a simple
glance.
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I was very impressed with this storyteller screen when I opened it up to take a look. As mentioned
by other reviewers, it is a very durable screen, with GM information on the inside, and some imagery
plus map on the outside. My players like it because they can see the map of Creation at all
times.For those of you who are wondering exactly what's inside the screen, spread over four pages
it has a summary for action options, order of attack events, order modifiers, and anima display
effects. It also includes a list of stats for melee, thrown, and archery weapons, as well as armor. It
has charts for DV modifiers (including shields and cover bonuses), healing charts, and a chart for
regaining essence. It also includes environmental effects and visiblity conditions, object strengths
and the feats of strength table. Effects of poisons, mount control, and moral for mass combat are
also included. And last, but not least, it also has a small table with a reminder of the difficulty ratings
and the success thresholds.As a new GM, with this as my first storyteller screen, I find it to be
extremely, extremely useful. I can take advantage of using everything on the GM side of this screen,
even the list of weapon and armor stats (for giving quick stats to my players if they come across an

item in a dungeon, or any other place, without slowing the flow of gameplay by reaching for my
rulebook and flipping to the right page).Perhaps there are a few things I would have loved to have
seen added to this already handy screen: a disease table, the stat bonuses for the five magical
materials (orichalcum, starmetal, jade, moonsilver, & soulsteel), and maybe an experience chart.
But these things are fairly minor, and they're really nothing that a couple of post-it notes added to
the inside couldn't fix.Well, that being said, hope you all enjoy when you get one! =)

This GM screen is you typical one, with handy reference charts for the GM, but no real information
on the player's side. A few charts I would have liked to see on here were omitted. But it is the most
solidly-constructed GM screen I have ever seen, made of the same material as the hard-covers on
the main books themselves.

Normally I like all stuff from White Wolf, really.Yet this guys somehow dont really know what HAS to
go in a Storytellers Screen and what is USELESS to have there. As with ALL storyteller screens so
far that I have from White Wolf this is the SAME = USELESS.Ok. Art is so cool and the idea to put
the Map of Creation is cool, really. Also it is thicker and resistant to all hazards. Thats why I give this
product a 3.YET... I am a designer and I feel that many tables should be taken away and more
important info should be added instead. Like Healing Tables, Diseases, Poisons, Essence recovery
reference page, short combat rules, less extended weapon and armor stats, experience reference
page, actions and DVs, dont know would make it easier and somehow indispensable. So many
space and wasted with things that one really never uses or needs. :(

I just got this to day and it is a great tool for new Storyteller's lake me get if your new to Exalted.

Honestly, when I opened the screne, I did not expect the amount of info it contained. I have used
some screens, mostly froma other companies (not WW), having only recently purchased the
Vampire: the Requiem Storyteller Screen. And I must confess, I`ve really found this screen even
more useful! Lots of hard-to-remember tables put together and a really nice pictures with a strylish
map on the other side... If you're a ST and have problems remembering all the rules of Exalted (and
let`s confess, most of us don`t), then this product is surely for you!
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